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GHANA
Gaining the world’s confidence with a 
peaceful political transition and a 
grounded and firm commitment to 
democracy has helped in expediting 
Ghana’s growth in foreign direct 
investment (FDI) in recent years.

Ghana has attracted the attention of 
well-known international businesses, 
investing in all sectors of our economy. 
All these investors have come to Ghana 
because they know we have a wonderful 
conducive social, political and economic 
environment in which they can invest, 
grow and be successful.

Our wealth of 
resources, democratic 

political system and 
dynamic economy, 

makes us 
undoubtedly one of 

Africa’s leading lights.
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Building on significant natural 
resources, our dear nation is commit-
ted to improving its physical 
infrastructure. Moreover, Ghana has 
recently embarked on an ambitious 
but achievable reform programme to 
improve the investment climate for 
both local and international investors. 
These efforts have paid off tremen-
dously with Ghana being recognised 
by the World Bank Doing Business 
Report 2018 as the “Best Place for 
Doing Business in the ECOWAS 
Region”. Also with the difficult times 
during last year where most countries 
did not show  good growth levels  due 
to the  global economic challenges, 
Ghana had an economic growth rate of 
6.5% which is higher than the 
Sub-Saharan Africa average of 3.07% 
and the global average of 2.9%.

As happy as we are to receive such 
recognition, we are even happier to 
see increased investments and 
re-investments in Ghana as a result of 
these ongoing reforms. 

Ghana has a solid tradition of invest-
ments in agriculture and agro-pro-
cessing. The financial services and 
telecommunications sectors are fast 
gaining ground, providing dynamic and 
innovative services to the most diverse 
customers in the world. Further 
opportunities exist in manufacturing, 
ICT, energy, infrastructure and 
Tourism. Mineral deposits including 
gold and diamond abound, and with 
the discovery of oil, Ghana’s famous 
black star has never shone brighter.

The Ghana Investment Promotion 
Centre  wish to welcome you all to our 
beautiful country. We trust you will 
find our reputation for unparalleled 
hospitality well-deserved, and our 
ability to triumph in challenging 
circumstances as steadfast as ever. 
We re-affirm our commitment to 
moving our continent forward and 
look forward to very useful engage-
ments with you.
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Introduction

INTRODUCTION  

Ghana has a very vibrant consumer and industrial products and services 
sector for the Ghanaian economy and West African region. According to the 
African Development Bank (AfDB), Ghana’s industrial sector was a major 
driver of growth of the economy from 2017 to 2019, with an average annual 
growth of the industry sector exceeding 10%. The AfDB further noted that 
with the African Continental Free Trade Agreement, Ghana’s industry will 
absorb increasing raw materials from the region, scale up manufacturing and 
trade in processed and light manufactured products.

STATUS/OBJECTIVES >>
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Growth in the Industry Sector slowed down by 4.2 percentage points from 
10.6 percent in 2018 to 6.4 percent in 2019. This growth outturn, however, is 
robust given the high growth performances of the sector in the previous two 
years and the associated base effect. The manufacturing sector is a subsector 
of Industry. It covers 16 of the 33 sub-sectors in the international standard 
classification of industries (ISIC).

According to IBES, 2015, the Manufacturing subsector represents about 92 
percent (99, 437 out of 108, 242) of establishments in the Industry sector. 
Manufacturing recorded a strong growth performance of 6.3 percent 
compared with 4.1 percent in 2018. Manufacturing Value Added (MVA) was 
10.44% of GDP in 2019. Gross Domestic Product (GDP) from Manufacturing in 
Ghana increased from GHS 15,829 million in 2016 to GHS 17,336 million in 2017, 
GHS 18,054 in 2018 and GHS 19,195 million in 2019. 

According to the Integrated Business Establishment Survey (IBES) conducted 
by the Ghana Statistical Service in 2015 in Ghana, there were about 108,242 
Industry establishments employing about 614,517 persons. About 84 percent 
of the establishments were micro-businesses, employing less than 4 persons; 
14 percent were small businesses, employing 5 – 9 persons; 1.3 percent were 
medium businesses, employing 20–99 persons; and less than 1 percent (0.4 
percent) were large. Micro businesses accounted for 15 percent of manufac-
turing employment; small and medium enterprises contributed 51 percent of 
manufacturing employment; large businesses accounted for 34 percent of 
employment in the manufacturing sector. Most of the establishments were 
located in the Greater Accra and Ashanti regions; Greater Accra had 23.4 
percent of manufacturing establishments while Ashanti had 19.6 percent of 
manufacturing establishments. The region with least number of 
manufacturing establishment is the Upper West Region (2.8 percent). 
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Until recently, the sector was characterized by a narrow industrial base domi-
nated by agro industries, limited diversification, reliance on imported inputs of 
raw materials and intermediates, relatively under-developed industry linkag-
es, prevalent use of obsolete technologies and production that is mainly 
focused on the domestic market.

Government recognizes that significant transformation of the sector is vital. As 
such, a change process is being promoted and stimulated to make the sector 
exhibit a diversified structure of production; undertake processing of more of 
Ghana’s natural resources to be export oriented. Ghana’s most important 
manufacturing industries include aluminium smelting, oil refining, chemicals 
and cement, processing of metals, pharmaceutical manufacturing, wood 
processing, as well as textile and garment manufacturing.

According to PriceWaterHouseCoopers (PwC), with Governments efforts of 
putting in place new policies for manufacturing and exports, aimed at creating 
an enabling environment, the Manufacturing sector is poised for significant 
growth over the next few years. 
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The Government of Ghana intend to position Ghana's industrial 
landscaping around certain industrial pattern and products. Therefore 
investment attraction into the Industrial Parks and Special Economic 
Zones (IP & SEZ) projects has been around strategic anchor industries 
such as Agro processing, Pharmaceutical industry, Integrated Alumini-
um Industry, Iron and Steel Industry, Auto mobile and Vehicle Assem-
bly (with Volkswagen setting up in Ghana recently), Textiles, Garments 
and Apparel sector, Industrial Salt, Petrochemicals, Manufacturing of 
Machines and Machinery Components, Industrial Starch and Oil Palm 
Industry

>>

Ghana’s manufacturing sector is brimming with investment opportuni-
ties and among them include the following:

Manufacturing Sector 
investment opportunities 
in Ghana

STRATEGIC ANCHOR INDUSTRIES  >>
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CHEMICALS >>

>> Investment opportunities can be found in the 
    production of Polyvinyl Chloride resin from ethyl alcohol
    formaldehyde from methanol
    melanine and urea
    mixing and granulating of fertilisers
    cuprous ox chloride for coffee bean disease
-   caustic soda and chlorine-based products
    carbon black, activated carbon, precipitated calcium carbonate,   
      textile dyestuff
     ink for ball points and gelatin capsules, etc

>>

PHARMACEUTICALS >>

The increasing access to healthcare in Ghana resulting from universal 
health insurance schemes coupled with improved distribution chain 
and other healthcare policies has resulted in high demand for pharma-
ceutical products. Most of the pharmaceutical products are imported. 

       Investment opportunities therefore exist in the manufacture of   
       drugs for the treatment of various tropical diseases, the provision of   
       modern family-planning services, and the manufacture of medical   
       equipment and sundries. 
       The rich biodiversity of the country also provides an opportunity in   
       the processing of herbal medicines.  
       The processing of pyrethrum extracts and the production of      
        vaccines, antibiotics and vitamins also offer investment 
        opportunities. 
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IRON, STEEL AND OTHER METALS  >>

>>

>>

Opportunities exist in the development of nucleus foundry 
making precision castings that can then be processed into 
precision components, aluminum cans, high-strength reinforce-
ment bars, ductile iron rolls, casting sand and moulding.
 
Opportunities also exist for investment in the mining of iron ore to 
supply the existing steel mills, the production of sponge iron for 
steel mills and the production of steel products.

>>

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS >>

Ghana’s building and construction industry has rapidly grown in the 
past couple of years with both Government and private sector engaged 
in the construction of buildings and roads infrastructure. This has 
resulted into high demand for construction materials mainly: cement, 
electric cables, steel materials, Clay products (tiles, bricks, and paving 
blocks), float, glass and paints. 
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As Ghana’s economy grows, it has become increasingly important that 
the growth of the country’s manufacturing Sector reflects this 
phenomenon. 

 The key factors that makes the manufacturing sector attractive for   
 Foreign Direct Investment include the following: 

    The One District One Factory’ initiative by government brings exciting    
    prospects for the industrialization of the economy. This policy, among   
    others would establish a factory in each of the 216 districts in Ghana and  
    would build strong value chains around key industries such as automo 
    biles and other high value products for exports.

    Since the discovery of significant oil reserves, hydrocarbons exports have  
    been added to the roster, and their anticipated growth underpins much   
    of the optimism that currently surrounds the national economy.

>>

>>

>>

Ghana’s competitive 
advantage for FDI in the 
Manufacturing sector 
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Ghana’s Paperless Port system which has reduced turn-around times at the 
country’s ports has allowed manufacturing companies to import raw material 
and machinery with ease and has also made easy for them to export.  

In response to Government’s initiatives to boost the manufacturing sector, 
especially the introduction of a new comprehensive Automotive Manufactur-
ing Development Policy, some of the leading global automobile companies 
(referred to as Original Equipment Manufacturers, such as VW, Nissan, Toyota, 
etc.) have already established commercial interests in Ghana to assemble 
their brands of vehicles.

Business Regulatory Reforms: Government has instituted measures to ease 
the cost of doing business in the country by removing some of the bureaucra-
cies associated with doing business in the country. This is helping to position 
the country as business-friendly environment and consequently impact on 
the country’s ratings on the World Bank’s ease of doing business index.

Ghana has long been one of Africa’s commodity exporters and is currently the 
continent’s biggest producer of gold and second-biggest producer of cocoa.
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PEOPLE >>

INDUSTRIAL PARKS AND SPECIAL ECONOMIC ZONES  >>

Ghana’s top five public universities produce an annual total of 
2,195 graduates from their business schools. These critical 
numbers of young, trained, educated and qualified people 
constitute a core group of trainable and available labour for 
companies in the manufacturing sector.

>>

Government policy is to foster the development of strategic 
industry clusters through the establishment of special economic 
zones (SEZs) and industrial parks (IPs). The government has 
identified several segments for such development. These 
include, aluminium, pharmaceuticals, agricultural processing, 
textiles and apparel. The plan aims to establish at least one IP or 
SEZ in each of Ghana’s 16 regions and attract both domestic and 
international investment to the parks and zones.  

>>

Key investment 
drivers for the 
manufacturing sector
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The Ministry of Trade and Industry will facilitate the acquisition of land for the 
springing up of these industrial parks nationwide. These parks will be Free 
Zone enclaves with access to reliable energy supply.

Government has the objective of creating jobs which will permeate all facets 
of the economy, and as such small and medium scale enterprises would be 
given the needed boost to thrive.

The Ministry of Trade and Industry will encourage and facilitate businesses to 
take advantage of AGOA and the EPA. This is particularly necessary because 
should the factories under the One District One Factory take on Free Zones 
status, they would be required under the law to export about 70% of their 
production.
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EXPORT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME  >>

This is intended to link SMEs to large companies in the country to ensure that 
the large companies subcontract some of their businesses to the SMEs.

   Geographically closer than any other country to the center of the planet.

   Refurbished world class airport (Terminal 3) within the West African sub     
   region serving numerous flights from within the continent, Europe and the  
   rest of the world

   Good network of trunk roads

INDUSTRIAL SUB-CONTRACTING EXCHANGE  >>

PROXIMITY TO MARKETS  >>

DEVELOPMENT OF SMALL AND MEDIUM-SCALE ENTERPRISES (SMES)  >>
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Ghana currently has an aggressively growing telecommunications with 5 
registered operators. Mobile subscriptions increased from 11,713,699 in 
December 2008 to 40,934,875 as at 2018. The data segment has also 
witnessed significant improvement over the years with mobile data penetra-
tion growing from 33.8% in 2013 with total subscription of 10.32 million to 
88.8% with total subscription of 26.18 million (i.e. 2G/3G mobile data) in 2018. 
The total subscription for 4G data was 1.12 million. These statistics, facilitate 
the sharing of information, communication from any part of the world which 
has become important in today’s world of sophistication. 

To help drive investment into this sector the government has introduced a 
Paperless Port system to reduce turn-around times at the country’s ports, 
Digital Property Addressing System, and the provision of banking services to 
every resident of Ghana through the innovative Mobile Payments Interopera-
bility platform.

>>

>>

COMMUNICATION/ INFORMATION  >>

   Immediate access to the over 390 million market of the Economic 
   Community of West African States (ECOWAS).

   Manufacturing companies located in Ghana can export their goods to other  
   ECOWAS member state duty free and so will have access to the over 390      
   million market. The well-developed infrastructure makes it easier for 
   manufacturing companies in Ghana to export to ECOWAS market. 

   As a result of regional and international economic agreements, investing in  
   Ghana gives you access to the African market through the African 
   Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA), whose Secretariat is in Accra. By           
   signing on the Africa Growth and Opportunities Act (AGOA) with the USA, 
   and the Economic Partnership Agreements (EPA) with the EU, investing.
 



>>
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Manufacturing companies are entitle to customs import duty exemptions on 
industrial plant, machinery or equipment and parts thereof under the HS 
Codes chapter 82, 84, 85 and 98. For example, a manufacturing enterprise 
whose plant, machinery or equipment and parts are not zero rated under the 
Customs, Excise and Preventive Service Management Act, 1993 may submit 
an application for exemption on import duties and related charges on the 
plant, machinery or equipment or parts of the plant, machinery or equipment 
to the GIPC.

Corporate tax rates are presently 25%. However, the following chargeable 
income tax rates applies to: 
   Manufacturing business located in regional capitals (except Accra & Tema):   
   75% of the standard corporate tax rate amounts to: 18.75% (a reduce rate)
 
   Manufacturing business located in elsewhere in Ghana: 50% of the standard   
   corporate tax rate amounts to: 12.5% (a reduce rate) 

   Manufacturing business located in a free zone enclave: 0% (Only within the   
   tax holiday period of 10 years)
 
   Manufacturing business located in Accra and Tema: 25%

IMPORT DUTY EXEMPTIONS 

INVESTMENT INCENTIVES >>

LOCATIONAL INCENTIVES (TAX REBATES ) >>

>>



UNILEVER GHANA  >>

Unilever Ghana came into being on July 14, 1992 when 

UAC Ghana Limited and Brothers Ghana Limited 

merged to form Unilever Ghana Limited. Unilever 

Ghana is now the largest quoted manufacturing and 

marketing company in Ghana and is also listed on the 

Ghana stock Exchange as a public company. 
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Brief summary of the 
current manufacturing 
sector in Ghana

SELECTED PROFILES OF TOP COMPANIES 
IN THE MANUFACTURING SECTOR IN GHANA



NESTLÉ GHANA LIMITED   >>

17

market locally well-known Nestlé brands. The company became Nestlé 

Ghana Limited in 1987. In 1971 the production of the IDEAL Milk and MILO 

started at the Tema Factory. The factory has since been further developed 

and now also produces CARNATION milks, CHOCOLIM, CHOCOMILO CEREVI-

TA, CERELAC and NESCAFÉ 3 in 1. These products are not only produced for 

Ghana but also exported across West Africa. The company also runs sales 

offices with warehouses in Kumasi, Takoradi, Koforidua and Tamale.

Nestlé Ghana Limited started business in 

Ghana in 1957 under the trading name of 

Nestlé Products (Gh) Limited with the importa-

tion of Nestlé products such as milk and 

chocolates. In 1968, it was incorporated as Food

Specialties (Gh) Limited to manufacture and  

Unilever Ghana today manufacturers and markets two broad category of 

products: Home and Personal Care (HPC) and Foods. The Foods division 

includes spreads, tea, savory, oils, and health and wellness. The leading 

brands of the company include Key Soap, Omo, Lux, Geisha, Frytol, Royco/-

Knorr, Pepsodent/Close-up, Sunsilk and Annapurna. The Home Care division 

comprises the laundry and household care categories. The Personal Care 

division includes skin cleansing and oral categories.

Manufacturing Stector Profile
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Interplast was established in 1970 and is 

a wholly Ghanaian owned company with 

active export business in more than 22 

African.  

Manufacturing Stector Profile

GUINNESS GHANA BREWERIES LIMITED    >>

products. Popular brand names include Guinness Foreign Extra Stout, Orijin 

Zero, Ciroc Ultra-Premium Vodka, Johnnie Walker Reserve Scotch Whisky, 

Ron Zacapa Rum, Malta Guinness, Star Lager, Gulder, Alvaro, Ruut Extra, Orijin 

Bitters, Smirnoff Ice and Smirnoff Double Black Ice. The company was 

originally founded to produce Guinness Foreign Extra Stout, otherwise 

known as Guinness. Its non-alcoholic beverage, Malta Guinness, is extremely 

popular and has captured 70% of the Ghana non-alcoholic beverages 

market. Guinness Ghana Breweries is a subsidiary of Diageo Plc. and is based 

in Kumasi, Ghana.

Guinness Ghana Breweries Limited manufac-

tures and markets a range of alcoholic and 

non-alcoholic beverages for the Ghana 

domestic market and for international export. 

Its product offering includes spirits, beers, 

lagers and stouts as well as ready-to-drink 

INTERPLAST    >>

countries. The company employs currently over 600 people. Interplast is 

West Africa’s leading producer of plastic pipe systems. Interplast offers a 

comprehensive range of PE100 (polyethylene) pressure pipe systems 

designed for (potable) water applications, as well as for many other 

pressure applications. .
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 (Ghana) Ltd. The company was restructured in July 1993 with foreign equity 

under the Ghana Investment Promotion Centre Act. At present M & G 

Pharmaceuticals Ltd. manufactures 75 products namely – Tablets, Capsules, 

Syrups/Suspension as well as Blister products. Most of them are from the 

Essential Drug List & National Formulary of Ghana published by Ministry 

Health.

 Other range of products include uPVC Pipes, uPVC Borehole Pipes, Cable 

Duct System, HDPE Gas Pipes, INCOR Pipes, INGREEN Irrigation systems, 

EVERLAST Windows and Doors, etc.

M & G Pharmaceuticals Ltd. is one of the 

leading local manufacturers of pharmaceu-

tical products in the country. The company 

was established in 1989 when it bought 

production facilities from Kingsway Chem-

ists Ghana Ltd., a division of United African 

Company Ltd. (UAC), now  known as Unilever

M & G PHARMACEUTICALS LTD    >>



DEPARTMENT OF FACTORIES INSPECTORATE >>

GHANA STANDARDS AUTHORITY >>

The Department of Factories Inspectorate provides national leadership in 

Occupational Safety and Health. The Department seeks to find and share the 

most effective ways of getting results to save lives, prevent injuries and 

diseases at all workplaces. The objective of the Department is to prevent 

occupational accidents and diseases that arise from exposure to stresses in 

the working environment, by the promotion and enforcement of measures 

that would safeguard the health and safety of workers, using as a basis, the 

provisions of the Factories, Offices and Shops Act and its related regulations.

The Ghana Standards Authority (GSA) which is the national Standards body 

was established by the Standards Decree, 1967 (NLCD 199) which has been 

superseded by the Standards Decree, 1973 (NRCD 173). The Authority is also 

the custodian of the Weights and Measures Decree (NRCD 326, 1975). These 

legislations together mandate the Authority to undertake:

>>

>>
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MANUFACTURING SECTOR RELATED 
ORGANIZATIONS IN GHANA

     National Standards development and dissemination
     Testing Services
     Inspection Activities
     Product certi�cation scheme
     Calibration, Veri�cation and Inspection of Weights, Measures and    
     Weighing and Measuring Instruments
     Pattern approval of new weighing and measuring instruments
     Destination Inspection of imported High Risk goods
     Promoting Quality Management Systems in Industry
     Advice the Ministry of Trade, Industry, on standards and related    
     issues.
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NATIONAL BOARD FOR SMALL SCALE INDUSTRIES >>

The National Board for Small Scale Industries (NBSSI) was established in 

1985 under Act 434 of 1981 as an apex body for the development of 

small-scale industries in Ghana. In order to create a single, dynamic and 

integrated organization adequately capitalized and capable of responding to 

the needs of small-scale enterprises sector, the Government merged the 

Ghanaian Enterprises Development Commission (GEDC) and the Cottage 

Industries Division of the Department of Rural Housing and Cottage 

Industries (DRHCI) with the Board in 1994. The Board provides financial and 

non-financial service to potential and practicing entrepreneurs in the 

manufacturing and services sector.

>>
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NEXT STEPS/CONTACT >>

SOURCES >>

>>

>>

For further information, please contact: 
The Chief Executive Officer 
Ghana Investment Promotion Centre 
Public Services Commission Building
P.O. Box M193 
Ministries-Accra
Tel: +233 302 665 125-9
Email: info@gipcghana.com
Website: http://www.gipc.gov.gh

     Ministry of Trade and Industry: http://www.moti.gov.gh/10pointagen    
     da.php

     Ministry of Finance: 2020 Budget Statement 

     Bank of Ghana: https://www.bog.gov.gh/economic-data/real-sector/

     https://www.afdb.org/en/countries/west-africa/ghana/ghana-
     economic-outlook

     Oxford Business Group: https://oxfordbusinessgroup.com/overview/
     capacity-building-financial-stability-and-openness-international-
     investment-support-burgeoning 

     https://www2.statsghana.gov.gh/docfiles/IBES_Questionnaires/IBES

%201%20reports/JOB%20CREATION%20REPORT_FINAL%2024-5-16.pdf

    https://www2.statsghana.gov.gh/docfiles/IBES_Questionnaires/
    IBES%201%20reports/NATIONAL%20EMPLOYMENT%20REPORT
     _FINAL%20%2024-5-16.pdf

     https://www2.statsghana.gov.gh/docfiles/IBES_Questionnaires/
    IBES%201%20reports/SUMMARY%20REPORT_FINAL_FINAL_24-5-16.pdf

     https://www.pwc.com/gh/en/industries/industrial-manufacturing.html 
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